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Best Drivers-Are- Awarded Trophys Today

'Mrs. Cokron Attends
Library Meeting

Ycti LXXVL11- 'No. 34

NURRA.Y POPULATION 10,100

Investigation
Underway In
Prison Riot

•••

Boy Scout -Run
City' county .

Mrs. Ann Cohron, Reference
Librarian, Murray State Colelge.
There is a tree on Sycamore
sttended the Midwinter meeting
street that was practically pulled
(4 the American Library Asso. up by the roots during the recent
ciation at the Edgewater Beach
ice, storm‘
l f it was pulled straight
Hotel in Chicago January 29 up again and supported, it would
February 2.
,4frobably live.
POINT OF. THE MOUNTAIN.
The president, Ralph R. Shaw.
Graduate School of Library Ser- Utah ah —Warden Marcell GraMurray Bey Scouts got sonic . drag- snip be set up somewnewit •
Thirty • one Soy Scouts were
vice, Rutgers University. and the. ham launched an investigation
first hand information yesterday in the city and it was passed
guests at the Rotary Club yester'president-elect, Lcile M. Morsch, today into the worst riot in hisan just 'how the city and county 'with a resounding yea vote.
day. • You could lbok at those
Library of Congress. presided tory of Utah State Prison..
• -gerrernments are operated. The j Councilman Steve- Titsv:orth
boys and see that they are all
at the general meetings in which
Graham returned to Utah
occasion was the MurwiRotarY ' brought up -the enforcement of
fine buys. It's mostly a matter
the constitution and bylaws of Thursday night from Washington.
in ithe speed.. WIC en, SycaThere
of desire whether a boy .makes'
. ALA, international relations:••-re- ire had „been enroute to New Club Youth Government
Councilman Bud Nall urgsomething of himself or not. Most
organization. of ALA, the Library York to attend a prison officials which Boy Scouts assumed both 'I street.
city and county offices for a day. ed that all -dugs. be tagged in- .
of them have the ability, it is
Services Act and other .vital I conference.
compliance with state law. Mayor
issues of librarianship on the
Just a matter of what he does
Penal officials and convict
Following the regular dinner 1Georgt Hail.- alio was coacIfing
national scale were reported on. Committee's
about it.
studied a list of 43 meeting at the Murray Rotary 4 Mayor Overlies-. • said that j he
eetings -curIn the divisional
prisoner grievances amid an un- Club. Scouts left ter their posts 'believed that as- time passed the
tools,
ary
revisions
of
rent
One 'of the finest little fellows
easy peace at the "model" insti- at the city hall asei county coUrt law would be better enforced,
recruiting activities. fsjiindation
We 'have met is Gerald McNutt,
tution. The grievances touched house.
Councilman 'John Pa:co ex•
eeeearch,
bib)iographis
grants.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Brent Mc•
off the riot Wednesday.
pressed the topinuat that more
education for librarianship.. and
Nutt
city
A
council
•
meeting.
was
Some 500 convicts .ended the
sidewalks in the city- would be
prospective - legislation affecing
called with jMayor Joe OverbeY
improvement. The
the ' U. S. depository library 11-Kour riot Thursday after re- presiding. Councilman Joe Pat a . decided
Rotary Youth Govertinent . Day
leasing the last of 28 hostages
shooting of firecrackers was also
system were discussed.
Witherspoon
suggested . that a
was held yesterday with various
Mayor George Hart is pictured above as he presented Miss Jan Weatherkind surrendering a small# wea.
boys assuming the positions of
ford and Dr. Clell Peterson with the "Best Drivers" trophys. The two won the
-pont. arsenal.
iSu
ssn‘
cclilMan Norman (Skippyl
di..sCcu
city and county officials.
recognition last Saturday and were picked by local city police for the .awards.
Ten jon in-taunted again shortly
Hale said that a number of birds
after Go s George D. 'Clyde neMayor Hart made the presentation today at 1:00 o'clock. Mrs. Roy Devine,
were being killed by boys with
*The boys learned a lot end apgotiated the truce by promising
State Traffic Safety Chairman for the DAR was in charge of the event.
bee bet glens. tic- said that he
neirently enjoyed it. However one
to listen to the prisoners' cornhad found two. eardiriaLs killed
•
of the nicest features of it was
plaint' if they would release the
by some boy with a bee bee
PARRIS ISLAND, S. C. ITT — hostages. Order • was restored
that busy business men stopped
gun.. Councilman Tuttle added
recruit
what they were doing to give
Thv father of a Marine
When heavily armed guards and
that
only birds jw.ere being
who complained of being beaten highway patrolmen moved into
the boys a hand.
killed, but also street lights were
by a drill instructor refused to- the cell blocks of the prison in
suffering from the guns.
- Mayor
day to disclose his possible rule a cl,. ):ay of strength. s j,
Sitting in on the city government
Hart said the boyg, themselves
_
in a new investigation of training
session
all city officials were
Members of the.. slate's, Board
• Hughsfsfilter, Scoot -Field Eite-- cat;14,1Let? enforce this law beabuses.
present including Mayor George
of Corrections and the sevenwas the speaker yester- Cause thay are usually . on -IFF
culive.
Hartford.
Vt..
Porter,
R.
Nelson
Hart who - patiently explained
You can expect a hair raising
Man Convict committee closed tfli.
Although he has -not made
day
at
the Murray Rotary Club. spot where such infractions, occomplaint
touched
off
the first in a series of meetings
(
pow the city council works.
game when Murra y. State'.. up his mind definitely about who
and
a
number
of Boy .Scouts and curs, , •
Thoroughbreds basketeeii invade the starting lineup, he has iii- investigation; fumed .up as a visi- Thursday night. Board 'Chairman
leaders were guests ci the club. • Cskincilmen• Wittieespoion a n d He coached Mayor Jae Overbey
'hob Darnell regained his "40- Western Kentucky's -Hilltop ir, dicated he is consideringaa change tor to this huge Marine training .Tehn• ,Dugan. said the convicts
MAY' Billington of the Com- 14.4e
and the other officials. City At- 40" eye sight Tuesday night as Bowling Green Saturday night. that might possible increase the center but it was not known "felt we were very fair."
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on administration and officials,
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civilian
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Oonnellman Tuttle wanted te
43 points to careen his eeasons record they do not see that as SheriU Marginet (10.4) will tin- guests. A receptionist said Porter Pardons Board.
folks.
He said the board felt about their pail ill observing a s. ."-",
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irnerit and would be investigated in the scouting Movemeid. ,We have had enough rain for The Eagles still have 5 games
in. cempliance NV :ill the law or
The rival will be Western, not be led by trig Ralph Creethwaite
He showed a film which shovfeoire leaving his home two further. He did not identify
eiJhe time being in our estimation. to play excluding district tournathe
would 'he be Jhreaking the law,
the record.
and Owen Lawson.
ed the large number ef pee; c
days ago the elder Porter told specific complaints
ment action So if he maintains
Hughes said that Attie§ can 'be'
The team and coaching staff
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Parris ued. Authorities said damage
• having flowers, to bloom again. should score• close to the 1,000 trip Tuesday night tired but
pesex•rty, but that property ownThe series edge by a big margin.
We have some jonquils two and mark. Not bad for a eager who determined to put out everything 49-22. In the first year of the Island at once. He did not reveal would run into the thousand:: of
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offensive war. The able McNeely.
Parking problems %safe also
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aiscussed. An ordinaneecioncernYoung Porter wrote his father with' no escapes or deaths
took 11. straight.
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down by the council.
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more
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The Murray High Tigers host investigation.
duct the service at Paris.
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power
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Another case of abuse in the the vault and escaped
two story building next to their
-Ceitrt. He was aided by County
ssith what offices for a day.
M.T.S.
308 15.8 Bro. R M. Hillier, the tempergnce when the Lone Oak Purple Flash Marine training system came to
Rogers
home on the corner of South 13th
was unefficially reported to be
Itayburoi
The
Stubblefield Concord
300 13.1 club sponsor for the academy Sell display their cage wares to local light at the -Corps' West
They • included Joe Oserbey. jJudaes. Waylon
Coast about 5108.000.
and Poplar, for ,the business.
Paschall *
I:. Grove 236 10.16 have a brief message, but the random.
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manager of the
.derry Watsen., Runny
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237 10.17 young people will have the, proHampton
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The Flash own, one win over Thursday with a report that a fidyal Bank of Canada branch Max Parker. Larry .Rix'i n_Dah•
In case you &Ina remember, Mrs.
Walsten.Kim Wallis. Gerald
Maupin Harold Shaemaker. -Mike
gram in both churches Carried the Holland boye' this season, a drill instruct!: .was disciplined inside the airport
lase is the sisler of Max Nance
terminal buildMcNutt and -James Wilson diout in symposium style' the top- result of the Paducah Invitation- for hitttng a recruit.
ing's main entrance, said he Alexander, Richart ;Hurt. Dc- I rected
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Evils of Tobacco" will be discus- Jamie Colson, are faveroed to Logue, 21, of AtIntic,
Jimmy
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discuss it. He said
Iowa. was
J abet urged -that thse, nil a irk
sed. Special music will also be repeat.
- reduced to private first •class and only' that none 'of the employes. Adams. Charles Tuttle, Norman
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pectoration on the floor. was deNall III.
Hollis Roberts of Murray. is
The robbery was timed for worth, William
—
-County five include strong Ben- Pvt. Richard Rezendes, 17, of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pace are pleasJimmy II. Erwin, Jimmy Story, cried by the rtmgistratee. The
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Murray Hospital after
a day when the bank would
ton; Tilghman, and Wingu.Lone Haywood. Calif.
ed to have their sen Joe home in
-Wellt
.
r111 sour of -having been injured while' at
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for a while. He is entertaining
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d
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them with movies he made in
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the Mediteranean while on a long
.
•of several airlines, who usually Watson. Rib Waletion, Kim Wal- ty office's:
City on -Tuesday. Roberts
The
Murrayans
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Cruise in the Navy, ,
A. hearing was afro Field Ire
cash their checks there.
if 39 years old.
lis..,Gerald McNutt; James Wil,
five victories in, 15 decisions
the
:chamber:: 'if Judge Rayburn.
Police said the rrim who ap- So in.
Roberts 'and a crew of men
beating Farmington. Hopkinsville.
1111oe 'is now a student at Murray were cleaning a brine condenser
parently had one gun --between • Judge H. II. been Sr. of After, the meeting was adjiitirned,
Twigg County, Clintion and Mad• State College.
them, we're waiting for the .first Benton was a 'Wishing Rotarian the boys remained at -taw various
when a steel beam fell about
isonville. The game wills >tal!
L:.posts to which they.' bad,'been
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of
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way
Circuit Court yesterday
He is only a ?tone's throw 'from back.
A pancake breakfast will be and waited for others to arrive. 'trailia. Mr. FIcilchart is aesoes,'
He was given first aid at the awarded $1750 to a plaintiff.
held by Troop 45 tomorrow from As the others came in singly eel with pn Auetrailian gas' ars
An all male jury deliberated
(Continued on Page Three)
plant office and at the office
6:00 to 9:30 at the American and in small groups the robbers electric range company..
Bro. W. C. Hatch, Home -Mis.. Legion
of a Calvert City doctor, then about 30 minutes in deciding
Hall With all proceeds jumped them, packed them into . Guests id Guy Billingten
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brought to the Murray Hospital. that Robert George, North Sixth sionary secretary for the Ken- going to the scouts.
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Cleo Sykes, scoutmaster of Troia)
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War, which confirmed the value scholar and philosphen, presents Mohawk
from one end of the .store to the
Power Corpg has in-. tells oWeathervision.
of engine-driven ships, armor, in portraits trot a Memory (Simon creased
- other..which certainly added a
from'60 to 100 amperes
revolving gun turrets, rifled can- mid Schuster), a series of .32 the requirement
The system einolons closed-cirg new look.,
for new service
non ,an dexplosive shells.'
euit televison ,and a two-Wayunrelated essays originally de- entrances and equipment.
.
'These innovations were not all livered over BBC. Relaxed and
s system. It already Cap Edmonds is a most genial
In a letter to electrical contrac- communication
.
fellow.
immediately appreciated by sen- informal, they range from John tors,
He always has a nice
the company noted that the as increased tlest efficiency of
word to say and apparently has
ior 'naval offibers, and many a Stuart Mill to George Orwell, increased amperage
the
Grandview
weather
AFB
.stahas been
gunboat skipper had to stick his from politics and religion'le-antow, seks-ssof4s
tien and_ reduced sharjaly the q.d°Pted '• phnesophy of I i f e
,csskkh44t-:--4r-F.at.er than is
which standifirmn.in good:Stead
neck out to get the improvements biography and anecnote. Through required by the
National Electri- time a -pit needs in' preparing, ''
. to ...faeseesitte- difiieultiee ge - this'
41e-wonted built intoAlis own ship etrtnees-Rnesetrenehho login'cat 0:An:
-- - ---- ----.
Thingts-to tircivicle for ger-flight.;
world.
George Fielding Eliot has dra- is spiced by delightful flashes of
future power loads resulting from
Nobody. including the farmer,
matized this crucial point in the penetrating insight. Of Bernard an expected
enerease in use of needs to know .more about weadevelopment of the
Bro. Kenneth Wrigin brought out
S. fleet Shaw. he writes: "Shaw. like electrical appliances.
ther than a pilot.' Through a a point in a talk the other day,
with Caleb Pettengill, U.S.N. many witty men, considered V. I! '1
Niagara Mehawk said the num- Meatherninion
receiver
which that a lot of young folks could
(Messner a stirring account of the arn adequate- substitute for wit- her of
electrioel appliances'-has may be located at
bagenoptra- take. to *heart. "Go to school a
adventures of -a lea-going super- dom. He could defend any idea, risen
from about 19 itt 1930 to tions or in a general's
Office, little longer, and make the road
man typifying the far-sighted however silly, so cleverly as to more than
50 today. The 'order detailed briefings with
charts to success shorter" was general
young officer of Civil War days. make those who did not accept it was
effective in all divisions of May be given quietly
and ex-- idea. This should help dispel any
The book is by no means deviott look like fools." And of D.. H. Niagara
Mollenek across New pertly.
. idea of quilting school to take a
of love interest (there are thaee Lawrence: "When he realized York
state,
If a, pilot has questions, all he , job which seems to pay well.
women n Pettengill's life) but that other people existed. he hat- '
has todo is mess the button of a Any job pays well If compared
the reader is left in on doubt that, ad them" Of imprisonrgent: "I
communications microphone
11:3btutathsechb-rooyl bos- do
*no matter how charming the fe- fottnd prison in many ways quite
usually
we
Stab
query the
forecaster.
tmoak:
i
l
imale company, the shin.cesmes aereeatne. I had no engagements.
may
l
; ito think on what he could make
no iliffietilt dem-inft to thale
- A real"T-reTt
no continues Ins sehntoTing, and
Eliot. now well-.known awe a no fear of callers, no interrup..j. Gen. Jarred... re• I
military analyst,' got his. start 30 tnios to my work." . . .
.DGO.
SAN
IE
Calif. --Sfs- Pay commander of, the Central Air really piepares himself for his
.
life's work.
years ago as-a writer of light fic- -4i• he saved all the opiumT and, oil' Defenee Force,
headquartered at .
' tion He has combined his naval
oan't be missed. Cs en when a sub Grandview, began urging
a surer., In answer to a
sook
know.led.ge .wit
phone call )'ester.h a talent for ficAnn Bridge, the w.idely travel- marine is 1_20 feet below the faster system of
hand/ing-Trwea-: ; day the Aga Kahn live
tion to make this a most readable el wife of a British diplomat ,cean s surface on search and thee
in India.
brienrets. Maj. Gen. .Tnianas
combines exciting elriak-and-dase- iescue -maneuvers.
.
1 S: gnomeJr.,.cpparhander of
ger Winn_ with a fassftnating tra- *Durisen recent operations off Air Weethor Sererce, joined th‘Allison Dan,zig who has been velog-of Modern, murderous Mo- the-Pacific Coast, a rescue diving search.
Easly tests were. econduc"overing college football for the re-cep in The Lighthearted Quest bell* was dropped to the
iniPPY ted at ; Hamilton AFB, Calif.
New York Times since his grad- (Macmillan).*
'type submarine Diodon which Dage
television-- :Envision
of
clefbAGO, Feb. 8
'
,anon from Cornell in 1922. has
- AutbJulia Probyn. a beautiful and was playing dead on the ocean Thenpsen Proudcts, Inc.,
; .at antics sunglat today the
compiled a formidable wilurne, not-so-dumb English blonde, an- floor, when the bell reached the
identity
Michigan City. Ind., won the of a letter
writer
who "confesThe History of American Football ticipated no trouble when she set sub, out stepped Ensign Philip A: contract
to build the det.ice. - sed" the slaying
of two teen1Prentice-liallt which covers the out Tor Morocco to look for hettaere- a Navy payrnagien -hnl
•
aged sisters and . aglned the vierollegiate phase of-the Sport trent' ecu in C', in Manna. who- was ur-.e
nri oft the crew, right on sche- -Th. '
-3 4"t-erb- Will be tested f`v d-rigs mother for forgiveness.
its very beginning.
one year' at Grandview. Similar
Roney needed 'at home because of slate, Police also awaited a cumplete
Danzig, in his big beok which frmily ti-tables.
systems are -being installi'd at
medical report on, the • cauSe of
contains 358 photographs: goes
Otis,
Ma'.
and
McGuire, N. J.,- the
Jelin snon discovered that it
Young trout, lives mainly en in-'
girgsn deaths in the hope
neck to 1609 when American col- was difficult to get a straieht an- sects but the older fish need min- Air Foree Ba-ses
'
it might/shed light on the murd•
mists kicked a blown-tip bladder steer to the simplest question in !ggv.'s
or small fill.
er.
The - repert Is expected to
Lt. Col. E..erett
Cartwright
•'n a catch-as-catch-can foreun- Morocco. She was irritated when
Only 150 oil wells have ever es
the 19the Weather Squadron, be Wady today or Saturday.
ler to the college game.
- the authoritiee Wird her and she been drilled below 15.000 feet.
The latest possible clue came
who installed the equipment at
The evolution of the sport from had to turn to such diverse sour-.
•
Grandview, said it paid running in a letter signed "Trudy" and
a massive ground spectacle that ces asqn Irish banker, an elderly has
never we itted a.boek about costs in a few %yeas in savings sent to the victims' mother, Mrs.
featured flying wedges and flying English peeress and a , mulatto a
Loretta Grimes,,,, 48.
place she has not seem sets i; ori personnel alone.
..-sciert--barkeemier-butedg -was--not unttl-thiS Yak of ad-igen-TU-1-e an
one Tein- ; ; Weetnervision operares
rom ceivod
title multiple offense game with she discovered that she was being
hirs. Grimes
trigue against a background that a central telecasting station.
A urday, said in part: last Satvariations of -the T-formation and shadowed that she realized her
inelerits_niust-of Ms4r-oeeo-'s- ts,mist
fayiet.ostet txtrnatris at- allsingle wing is traced in
name
-1-111E-Mtal be in danger.
TrudY. -Please
centeenTangier, Casablanca, Fez ;times In touch with each., of
the forgive me for killing your
able detail. Davie highlights var- 1 Miss Bridge .who 'said that
she and Marrakesh, among others.
110 eereiVing points on the base. daughters."
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Toothbrush Single Most
Important Decay Weapon

(International)

Lawford Seeks
Good Role In
TV Series

(This is the second in a brushing the teeth the first thing
series of articles on dental in the morning and the last
health being presented by The thing at night is not as effective
Ledger & Times, in cooperation fcir dental health as is afterBy WILLIAM EWALD
with the Calloway Cuunty_Den
meal brushing.
United Press Staff Correspondent
tal Society and Calloway CounAs for the proper way to
NEW YORK tin - Peter Lawty Health, Department, in ob- brush 110e teeth, dentists are ford, whose "Dear Phoebe"
sputservance of National Children's . agreed that a modification • of tered out a couple of -seasons
Denial Health gireeee ran, 3-9,441.11. .164:4
-is Stetting to latch-onto
should be used. The strenuous new TV series.
The toothbrush used at • the side-to-side methid is highly in"The terrible thing about it
right time in the right way efficient.
is trying to find a decent lorir probably the most important _ Generally, 'the bristles of eke-- mat,", said LaNvford. "Some of
7ingle hsTrne weapon a ga inst brush should be minted toward these fellows come up
with the
tooth decay and tooth loss.
_ the roots of the teeth. The brush most extraordinary ideas - one
The right time means imme- should be moved so that the I remember, had me as
driver
diately after eating, whether it's bristles sweep over the gums of a sight-seeing bus.
a meal or a oetween-meal snack. and teeth. The upper teeth should
"Another one had me doing
It should be recalled lit a t be brushed downward and the a seires underwater hr
bacteria in the , mouth begin lower teeth upward. The inside sill& 'think of the fish an
acting on sugars within minutes surfaces of the teeth should ono everythin' we-- can -work
in.'
of their conetImptiowtp.jarm be included, and the wide -chew- •
Back With Allen
acids capable of dissolving tooth try( -aW'.faces of the *teeth ;should
"And I got- hit all the' Urn
enamel. Removal of these food be scrubbed.
with Bulldog Drummond idieo
senerticles before the acids can
A dentist or dental hygienist They see me in a trenchntre
-begin destruction is essential.
can show a parent and child with the fog swirling arouse
If it is impossible at tithes the best toothbrushing method my shoulders. But you knots
to brush the teeth after eating. for the child.
,I really don't care for that sor
the mouth should be rinsed with
Toothbrushes for young chil- pf thing at all."
water.
dean should be smaller than
Lawford. recently seen
The old American habit of those used by adults. A good showcase productions' "Runict toothbrush should have (11 a of Red Gap." will appeer
flat brushing surface. (21 firm Steve Allen's hour this Sunday
bristles and (31. a head small a program which has showcase;
to reach all accessible his talents before.
surfaces of the teeth.
A veteran of some 40 ma nWhat about tooth pastes and Lawfcrd left MGM in 1932
4 By WILLIAM EwALO
was a year of big decision f
UnitedPress Stan Correspondent tenth powders" The dental rem
ression recognizes no "miracle" me." recalled - Lawford. "Me •
NEW YORK int _. Dorssi
dentifrice. Desplte claims to the wanted to keep me on. IWoods is tired of his nceo m•
eontrarts there is still no eon- ntake a cut in salary. That 1, •
label. He'd like to be a s!_inksnn ee,
siee scientific proof that any around the time
when the whcni
for a change.
• "I've always been eagt as tooth paste or tooth powder in movie industry was cutting larck
itself
prevent
will
dental
decay
t"The cut didn't mean very
the nice guy." said Woods. '4
inuch - taxes were taking so
had 16 years of it in picture-- or gum disease.
simply
to
acts
dentifrice
A
much anyway. And the security
and I still get it in TV. The hg..
the toothbrush - clean the at Metro was wonderful. It's
only time I wasn't a nice guy
Aas in a Charlie Chan movie teeth and toothbrushing can be 50 plush working for the movies
d even then, I seemed like made more pleasant with the - they wra_p you up In cotton
a nice guy up until the last five use of a tooth paste or powder. candy and drive you around in
Cadillacs so that ordinary people
minutes.
can't touch you.
"The thing ts, you' can boTV A Monster
. comes such a nice guy •th •
'Well. I did get out and try
people dismiss you as just ills
the colds cold world. And let
-a nice guy. They never think
me tell you. it was like leaving
of you for any ether part."
NEW YORK lin - The first your mother, like cutting your
Wants 'Mean' Role
ball of spring training has .-'et umbilical cord. It was cold outWoods recently turned doevr to be • thrown but big-league side."
A. role in a "Plaj house 90,'
as .ball .is booming ;on virtually
Lawford didn't land a jol) ir
Varna, "The- Greer Case" be every front.
TV immediately. "In a situatiog
cause ie provided no 'change of
A pre-season survey of ad- like that," he explained. "you
pace. `)1 was. supposed to la
tieet
k
sales reveals an begin to think og TV as a
art a orney," said Woods, "a estimated 10 per cent general monster. You . begin to 'think
n cc ntiorncy. I tell you, just increase over 1956 advance sales 'I'll !liver -work_ again. I'll never,
qrsee, I'd like to We a mean tith sever-ST- iTi-ket offices re- get a jolrw`Iii- thW crazy-rTri--?attorney.
potting "record sales." Exact dustry'."
' "The trouble is, produceri look figures cannot be compiled beEventually,- of course, Lawford
at me -and -say-'Hestes a guy cause gfethe various systems and did score. His TV credits include
that's been married for 25 years. ticket plans used by different a parcel of guest shots on the
hes two nice,kids and he lives clubs.
Jimmy Durante show, several
la a nice Mum in Connecticut. The NationaLLeagoe champion TV dramas including the recent
What etge can he be. but a nice Brooklyn Dodgers reported one Playhouse 90, "Sincere's' Willis
Wog!"
of the most hopeful showings Wade", end "Deer Phoebe", a
"You know, Ralph Bellamy while the world champion New series based on a lonely heart-,
the
same
experience
had
for York Yankees said merely they columnist.,
a long time. Nice guy parts are "Way ahead of last year."
As an actor, Lawford used
Were what they always handed
Ticket Director Bill Eberly to be lazy, he confessed "I
him. Then he got hold of 'State disclosed that the Milwaukee developed a terrible lethargy in
DL the Union' and it changed Braves have sold 11,927 season Hollywood," he said. "But now
1 everything. It's the sort of thing tickets - five more than the I've learned that I have to get
I wish would happen to me."
previous high in 1955 - and off my rum)'. And I'm delighted
• A "El", Players
Ind the sales might surpass the it's happened to me.
presently is wheeling 2.90-mark, before they're closed.
"In the 'past few years ger
ffirough his second . year a.'- glbsrly added that one sn son- really grewn. I only wish it
emery of "The Woolworth Hour." ticket was sold to a man in had all happened to me much
a CBS radio show. He recent13. Mete City - 300 miles from sooner.",
crunpletrd two "Croseroade" epi- Milwaukee. sodes for ABC-TV and up unti`
Other clubs which reported
a fog weeks ago, served see sales running 10 or more per A' drinking straw in a younghost of ABC-TV's- 'Six-a-week cent Up included the Cincinnati ster's lunch box, along with a
film festivals.
Redlegs, Chicago Cube. Detroit vacuum - type bottle cuts down
"I- like to work," said Woods. Tigers, Washington Senators. and chances of accidental spilling.
°I. like, to wcrk as an actor, St. Louis Cardinals.
The child can drink directly from
but if I can't get the ; kind of
All in all, the report"Vague the bottle 'rather than pour his
lkingg I want. 1 host.
procases
in
be
may
as it
beverage.
'Woods, in TV since 1948.- gets y0 as definite evidence that basestar billing in the new medium. ball's _already a booming bugness
But it wasn't that way In Holly- wherever the snow drifts haven't
Small foil dishes such as those
wood. he pointers. "In_ the megless. covered up the ticket windows.
used for packaging meat gies can ,
L was only a -feature player.
When I would make sormehine
be re-used as popcorn and canely 1
WEN -STEAL BRIDGE
,
like, -sae, 'Watch on the Rhine',
LAUREL, Noss. Air - Police dishes, plant coasters, lightweight
the • credits would say- 'With held two men today on charges skucers on trays, ash trays, and
Donald Woods."
'.„. of stealing a bridges E. W. Puck'. art and craft work!
;
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The greatest challenge in automotive history! Plymouth's
COMPARE'ALL 3"SHOWDOWN
_
Oa*

Donald Woods Would
Like To Be Stinker .ennugh

proof that Plymouth is

Big League Ball
Begins To Bloom

3 YEARS AHEAD
Or TEM "OTHER Two"!
Get the facts! See your Plymouth dealer now!
Just a few of the facts proved In,
the Compare"All 3" Showdown.. See them allt
Plymouthfte
nswi
r

',Woods

PE
'
rf*rmalic°

-„

Maximum piston.displacement (cu. in.) ,
Highest standard V-13 hp
Maximum avaitsble
hp
Push-button drive
Combustion chamber

A

318
215
2:0
Yes

dome

_ 283
185
283
No
wedge

Legg-Egne
312 *
12
',30Q
'No
wedge

Comfort

Torsion-Aire suspension
Legroom, front (in.)
Legroom, rear nin.)
Hoproom, front (in.)
Hiproam, rearging
Gross weight (len. sedan)

8af•tY

Total-Corttact Brat -s
Front- wheel tyska cylinders

Yes
4 •

No
2

Na
2

Flight-Sweep Sty.ling
Double-header tits,
Wind-tunnel tested tail tins

Yes
Yes
Yos

No
No
No

No
No
No

Styli's&

; Yes
45.9
41.5
63.0
62.7
3475*

,

Challenging? There's never been anything like it before! A chance to compare all 3 low-price cars before
you make that all-important automotive investment.
- Why is youlr Plymouth dealer willing to make such'
reyolutionary challenge? Beeause he k,-,.c'-,s that
Plyrnottth'is 3-yenr3 ahead of th:, mother two:" 'He
knows, too, that when you get a 'chance to compare,
you won't settle for anything- less than a Plymouth!
Because Plymouth's only similarity -to the "other two"
'is the low pricer Come in today!

No
44.7
39.8
62.1
63.0
3279

No
4.3.2
40.7
60.0
60.1
3452

When you drive a

r

•

you're 3 full years ahead
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Women's Page

Club

New*

Activitie•

Mrs. Ronnie Ray Is
Honored At Stork
Shower On Monday

SIZZLING PORK SAUSAGE
A POPULAR DELICACY

B

ackstairs

'__ _I ..-.....-.....,..,„
,.. ,
EBRUARY-4,1 1.9g.

'Hoover, the President grinned
ask
and said, "Just DU you don't
A, The me 4o was'."

It was at lite state dinner given
Whitehouse is
by King Saud of Saudi Arabia
Ray was the hon- usually dune safely from. Thanksr
Mrs. Ron
- for President Eisenhower at the
By MERRIMAN SMITH
oree at a 'Belight fully planned giving time through February.
Mayflower Hote/. As the entree
763-J
or
Jo Burkeen, Editor. .. Phone 694-M-4
stork shower held in the main Freezing temperatures are not United Press White House Writer was served, waiters fanned out
club room of the Murray Wo- necessary, say Grady Sellards
planing
WASHINGTON 46 —Backstairs through the banquet hall
man's Club House on Monday, and J. D. Kemp, Extension spegold -banded glasses of - a vihfte
House:
W.bite
at
the
professor.,
associate
and
cialist
February 4, at seven o'clock
liquid in•front of the Arab guests,
respectively, in animal husbandin the evening.
President Eisenhower confided non for the Western guests..
ocial Calendar
ry at the University of -KenThe hostesses tor the occasion tucky. They say that 36' to 38 to former President Herbert Hoes. -One of the younger members of
ver this week that playing golf the'King's entourage sipped spec%were Miss Eleanor Ann Green- degrees is cool enough.
Friday, 'February 8
field, Mrs. Alvis Jones, Mrs.
in the rain recently at Augusta. ulatively.
Ann
Hasseitine
The
-ugh." he said with a grimace.
The Delta Department of the
In Circular 458, "Hogs Killing Ga., left him stiff and creaky at
,en Cain, Mrs. 0. L. Cain, Jr.,
the Memorial Baptist Chisteh v.
.Curing Meat," the joints.
and
cutting
"Aurrly Woman's Club held its
and
Cain,
Mrs.
Edwin
Cain,
Jack
Mrs.
milk."
"Goat's
.
meet at the h !me of Mrs. 0:•••
regular meeting at -the club house Boyd
these authorities state that firstMr. Eisenhower went to a
and Mrs. Rob Ray,
He took another sip and turned
o'clock.
at
seven
on Tuesday. February 5, at seven• •
•
Mrs. Ray was attired in a black class pork can be prepared only.11uncheun in honor of Mr. Hoover to a table, companion..
•• • •
thirty o'clock in the evening with
tattle dress and was presented from well-fu""hati hugs- Th4): last :Mqriday and as they walked '
tertainiy like to get any
size of , into the dining room, the PresiMrs. A. C. Sanders, chairman.
The 'W.S.M. of the Poplar
a corsage of white carnations by recommend a medium
hands on the person who spen.iii
• 175 to 225 pounds. When hogs dent told the former President the story that His Majesty is
presiding.
Springs Church will meet at one'he hostesses
more are
Wt. E B. Howton and Mn. thirty o'clock at the church,- A
about his golfing woes.
The honoree opened her many of 300 pounds or
passionately fond of this stuff,"
the cuts from such
Wilbert Outland at ore the leaders missionary film will be shown.
The President felt the after ef- said the Atab official.
lovely gifts which had been slaughtered.
carcasses' may be of poor quality fects to such an extent, he said,
for the program presented by
placed on a table overlaid with !
,
• •••
of the high percentage that "what I played the next day
some of the youth of he communa lace cloth and centered with a ! because
of fat.
The Willing Workers Cla ity.
you could hardly call golf."
itork statuette. Games were en..#4.ADICATE.
PREVEN
The director of Murray Highl the Mem, rial Baptist Church
Among the many special deThe muscular stiffness rnus:
joyed by the group.
School's vocal department. M. meet at the home of Mrs.
Refreshments were -Served from licacies that are plentiful at I have lingered because when ph•
Donna Tolley. directed the Sen- Ed Thornton at seven - t
the table overtad with a yellow butchering time, none has a more tographers asked Mr. Eisentitev•!:
ior High Chorus in two numbers. o'clock.
:loth and centered with a beauti- fragrant,. tantalizing -.aroma and for "one more" pose with NI:
-Three Round FrOlic" and -In
ful arrangement of gladioli and flavor than sausage. The pro• • •.
the Still of the Night", and also
"-fE DESTRUCTIVE TERMITE
onquils in the yellow and green portion should be about three!---The. officer; • of the. Y
fourths lean and one fourth .
the Juniir . High- Chorus in two
scheme.
!olor
Women's Sunday School CI::
arid
pepper
salt.
black
with
numbers. "When Irish Eyes Are
Approximately seventy persons fat,
the - First Baptist Church
FREE INSPECTION
IMO OF MIAMI
,,ere present or sent gifts. - -bage---being used for seasonings.
Smiling" and "Prayer from Hanmeet at the home of the tc.:,::.
If red pepper isrused, it should
•
sel and Gretel.''
Tenth
South
C.
E
Jones.
Mrs.
'
• *
•
be very sparingly.
TERMITES
Mrs. C. S. Lowry critic teacher!
Have the Natural Look
Street, at seven-thirty o'clock.
The recommended procedure
at theMurray Training School. I
weigh
to
in making sausage is
• • ••
-Licensed and Insuredpresented some . of her students
6 pounds of meat and over
from her dramatics class. Dra,
Saturday, February 9
Sam Kelley
it sprinkle a well-blaended mixrrratic monologues from different ! The Captain Wendell Oury
of 3 tablespons of salt,
NOTHING IN THE EAR
WEAR
Phan. &II
plays were presented by Miss : chapter !of the DAR w/11 meet in
4t
2 tablespoons of black • pepper
•-Benita Maddest. Miss Gwynn the hothe of-Mrs. W. P. Roberts
tablespoon • of finely- MAICO of MURRAY, KY.
Group II of the Christian Wo• and 1
Blalack. Jerry Shroat, Miss Sue • at two-thirty o'clock. Mrs. Roy
AUGUST F. WILSON
ground • sage. Two grindings of
First
of
the
-nan's
Felowship
SaraWilkerson
miss
'Scirbrough.
Devine will be cohoatess. Note
Ph, 1355
1113 Sycamore
the meat will then distribute
son
the
met
Church
.7hristian
and Mrs.. -Jackie Gilberts
Change- of meeting place.
the seasonings evenly, the second
of
Sr.,
Mrs.
iome
Crass,
Maurice
During the business session
grinding calling for a finer plate
,n Tuesday, February 5, at twodefinite plans were made for a
than the first. All measurements
11
February
the
Monday.
in
afternoon.
hirty
o'clock
Canservatiun. Youth Program in
•
School
Sunday
Mrs Howard Nichols presented
The Euzeiran
the form of a redid weekly series
For a spicier sausage, this
the program on the second series combination .is recommended: 4
sponsored by the Delta Depart- Class of the' First Baptist, church
Mr. and Mrs. Elud,dysSyses
_
of the study oh Southeast Asia, pounds trimmifigs, 5 teaspons
mem begiruung February • k 4. wall meet at the home 'of Mrs.
C. Chiles at seven-thirty
More details will be announced H.Miss Joanna Allbritten. ciaugb- ted bodicevand a full skirt. The Mrs. Frank Roberts gave the de- salt, 4 teaspoons ground sage,
•
uc3,'s group ter of- Mr. and Mrs. Wendell bridal veil of illusion was -of votion.,
Mrs. ;.'S.
clok.
•.
Later.
3 teaspnons pepper, Li teaspoon
The hostesses, Mrs. J. M. Cole- ground cloves or 1 teaspoon
The: valentine motif was used will be in charge.
411britten; Vea'ale the' bride of !nylon net, worn with a band of
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
in the refreshments se•
rved by the
Buddy Sales. son of Mr. and orange blossoms. She carried a man and Mrs. Ray. Maddox, nutmeg, and 1 teaspoon sugar
•.• •
with:
used
.
be
should.eight
the
served refreshments to
Sausage
Sykes of Hazel, in !band bouquet of carnations.
hostesses Who were Mrs. B. H.
..The Pleasant Grove Hurnakers Mrs. M. M.
Phone 433
Corner at 4th & Main
ring ceremony 'Mrs. Ann Wilson, matron of members and three visitors who three months after being '
Cooper,
Club will meet with Mrs, Toy a beautiful double
i
retain its fine delicate
to
is
Veale,
Mrs.
L.
Mrs.
L.
,it
were
if
pink
of
dress
a
worebride's
parWhit Imes. Mrs. F. E. Crawford,
honor.
•
'the
of
h:•mc
the
at
Brandon at ten o'clock.
flavoring.
sands Mrs. .1. I. Hosi;r1r., •
!brocade satin, fashioned with a Nichols. and Mrs. Crass.
_ants in Murray Route Five.
• • "a • -'
---s_s_____,!full skirt,-low nee/CM:ie.-a n d
s. -----' _______
- -flre-• Henri!' aulx-86*- i'
-'threesquart
'
er length sleeves. Her
•
- nt 4
Scholastic Thither -magasi
Monday. February. II.
on
. y. an corsage_ Av_as of white_ _carnations.
iiiia
referred editorially to .the 15IBC
The Manic Belle Hays• Mis- the eersznon.
- s -attack In i- -The best 'man was Bruce Wit2--7.it six
The
pmentatiorldf Kathartne Conlefl sion
in "The Barretts of Vimpule Methodist Church will _meet at the evening.
The vows were read as the,
mother of the
Street • as the type of progrdm ;I seven-thirty o'ek•ck in the social
'
Mrs.Allbritten.
' '1son
-we must assign and ;each." hall of the church. Miss Rubye I couple stood before an improvis- bride, wore a blue' and white
a:tar, beautifisiist decorated - printed siik with matching accesF. ,iessem!. ! ed
pointing out that "culture n TV Srr.:•!".
an em- sories. Her flowers were white
is in caneer"
r •he evening will be Mr- F irl s.'ith Boston, fern kind
.barlpsent of cut IL:tetra...'atlth I carnations. The bridegroom's parMrs Watt
).
!
:
! ug:as
candelabra serving as the only ' ents were _unable to attend beJoe. Nell _Rd....born.
HEAR HOW
Harry Sparks and Miss FusOye lighting for the nup,tial scene. , cause of illness.
Smith.
The bride's brothers,' Hal and : Immediately following t h e
CHRISTIAN
-••••-•••ea/lc Arbryttert. rimed me e8T -- 4-rerernony a reception was held
SCIENCE
dies during the musical prelude 1 in the dining room of the Alt-1
Tuesday, February 12
when Miss Jean Dick played brawn home.
HEALS
The •Pottertown Homemakers
--Through the Years", "Because";! The table teas overlaid with a
Club will meet with Miss Dela
11:15 EACH SUHOAY A.M.
and - t h e traditional wedding . lace cloth. and centered with an
..autland at ten, o'clock.
On Radio, Station WHIM
.arrangement of white and pink
march.
see.
„
_
singt •
The bride, green in marriage baby chrysanthemums. Punc h
433
NO.
chapter
_Star
Murray
by her! father, wore • a street arid the three-tiered wedding cake
CHANNEL 8
:la•der of the Eastern Star will
•-rtieri dress of white antique - tat. topped with a miniature -bride
NASHVILLE
:lave us regular rneenbg at the
N l• h a low scoop neckline, and groom statuette were served
feed
••
Masonic Hail at seten-tlara
Eacn S-rday 1:45 P.M.
three-quarter length sleeves, fit- by Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield,
lock.
'
— Miss Nancy Thompson,. M is s
caleta Elkins. and Miss Peggy
Patterson.
The couple left for an unannounced wedding trip with the
bride wearing a brown wool suit
Telephone 13(
506 W. Main St.
SPx; with angora trim and matching
"r%!-• .r, - t Mrs. Charlet'Street
r. ...n N.,r1n !Fourteentn
accessories. Mr. and- Mrs. Sykes
'YOUR HOME -OWNED LOAN CO.'
a- Inc se..r.y of the rn.:‘2!ing '
c t . will make their home V. ith the
the
ois
'le L"°' NI 'on Circle
brctie's parents.
,Y "f
',t:••ILl'n., M,-•,'.nary Soct'-'
Mrs. Sykes is a graduate of
1 .r..#. Fa,t rintist Church held_ sn New c;ideord High school in
.aanes. rala
,ionrioam
eere
ticai.
y_i,daha
4. at set tn. !Ithuenuc,ria„ of
WANT A BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN?
ry vrenin
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brm
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Miss Joanna Allbritten Becomes Bride Of
Buddy Sykes In Beautiful Home Ceremony

S

Ataieo •
HEARING GLASSES

Fellowship Group

Has Regular Meet
Crass Home

•

Kelley's Pest
Control

SCOTT DRUG CO.

Priee
k
ic
Bu
Whata

L

Louie Moon Circle
lleets 4: Sexton"
Home On Monday

MURRAY LOAN CO.

as

D-X SUNRAY OIL CO. has, rare opportui..•;.- for
D-X commisioned
rig,ht mar.. F.uiure
agency nott open in Calloway County. Guaranteed
income to start. small investment required.
unlimited

1

-

WRITE . OR PHONE 3-1982
H. T. SNIDER
ADCCAII. KY.
P.O.1IX 6106
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Seminole Uprising
"TECHNKOI.OR

SPECIAL PROGRAM

'PLATTERS & PICTURES'
ON

OUR

STAGE

EaL1-1 SATURDAY 10:30 a.m.

1... •n Horkeen •Nit:, in , jor at Murray State College. She
• • I tr^• very lint_ r.•!:•ing is a member of Delta Lambda
. ss; ent: r•aireng - program pre- Alpha and Association ef Childa had Education. Mr. Sykes -gradtheme.
Garnen." Mrs. Edgar uated from Hazel High School
Wan
"the desotian.
anct is not#
in
class
heyed
.h
n )
it,lint
'Murray
pn•serited by a gt,•uP, °tat
guests for the
• town
( •te• sir:- fr •rn the Young We- wedding were Mr. and Mrs. Btu•ia/ ••• A"•'C'ali"ri a' the c'ttvg"- f,,rd Risenhoover, - Mrs W. H.
h
e.dre introdueed
Clifton' .and Mrs. Chester South,
Texas; Mr. and Mrs. Leon
!• •
Mrs. Joe Pat Wt‘rd
- • Mr - • G B. Jonec WI. '.sr' Alibritten, Mr. and Mrs. I. B.
.1 he Lottie Mo• r, CI •Allbritten. Cair•,; Miss Mary Nell
,
. Kathr,.:1 Hudspeth •:,:f the Sitntriuns, Carbondale. Ill.
•
*Nen ••:. tire local Negro First
•
Charett had a par: arthis
_
.
.
program.
ni.•
-.. a et
s_i
tears
!: .A.icn Heritage". wa.
•t the playlet' pr• -ented
.I-r- Barkeen and her •laughGay:••,- and Linda. M,•mL•ers !
.st- circle depicted persons , Mr. and - Mrs. Kenneth Earl
'in;.•riod of the YWA !Tocid of-Marra'Y Route lhree are
• , the parents 4-a-da ugh/• • T, Teresa
• y • tars.
2
/
Aunie..Faye..weighing eight panda 21
w
ri. piCed 'ere
born'inn Monday. January
sit.: Nits William Ade'ditatc
Hospeal.
Judson, Ma.; Roy 1 21, at the Murray'i, . .
•
•\
.s
ere: AA in ;ie. tuhie
Mrs, Will F. Steely; a John Lain is the nan,e. chosen
• .1 in college cup and , by Mr.. and Mrs. Herbert Lain
Mee„Eugene--Tarry. nurse. !Melt. College Station, for their
- 7 Caldwell: two travel- sun, weighing seven pounds 13
Mr C• 7
-Is in !Sidi- style. Mrs._Allcia pc,taunciv.t. born on Mande),,January
Hospital.
•Y.! itn•I Mrs. Glen Hodge-- Per- 21, at the Murray
• •
cake mirk•ng YWA
••,n
!tube arteiterLary in 1947, Mrs., Mr. and Mrs, Russell W. terePlane. 1105 Poplar •Street., anrrq,
putid
Vi
i. '
rii
rti
Ouiland 'was the nounce the birth of a sea. Bryan
urttTt
tbroughout tho p!at•let :Russell, weighing A I X '
the. proven' V6 ith thl• four ounces. born on W•dnescias
016
rsstare
comanetita.• Mrs. Ilannary 23, at the Murray Hos..
10.as, tt;(.' jean- .
,Harr:;
program.
..t,t,•r
' A so. Stichael Eddie, weighing
the
-resltt gt tete, pounds lies, - ounces. was
t .•
!born ••• Mr. and 'Mrs. Hugh Ed«1 by 'riie WIlSon, 202 • South Set'enth
'A't•fl•
ti•
. • •-.. Mr:. Sext•a,.. and Street. ••n ThurSday, January 31,
•!-s•
1,, •the meti;iwr, I at the Murray liospit111. The Wilone otilter. daughter,
o, .t.-teiert itte.eried toeris_
!start att.. goe,
-WilSota is the form, Mrs. .11ticie age tv..o. EtTi
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;
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HERE ELSE among all the '57 cars can you
find the equal of this?

W

Where else can you get the power, the performance, the room, the visibility, the solid substance
you get in this spanking-new Buick SrEctAL—for
;more than the price of a smaller
just a few
ear?
Here you get a big and brawny Buick that's
brand-newin body and styling and interior beauty.

Personals

FEATURES
ROBERT

.

1'

More important—brand-new in everything that
gives lift and life and lilt to a car—for that's here
we put most of our hard-cash millions in building
y4'su this sensation.
-So you'boss a brand-new,top-torque engine,corns.
mand a brand-new instant nyoratiow.*
ride in a new chassis design that `:nests" the'
body inches lower without toss of headroom, leg. room, footroom —orlround clearance.•
4-1 ._
Via sec

for yoursey at your. Buick dealer's:7
Buick's the dream Car to drive — and the moit
satisfying buy in the land today.
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The Republicans. for the first City. Council in the upcoming favors the development of
a.
time in area history, have 'put municipal election.
strong two-party system all over
t up against the 1-jernoorats a slate
According -to Ward, "The Presi- America. but when we try to get
of candidates for
mayor and dent-has said repeatedly that he it going down here, a member of

dinner given

his' staff tells us, " orry, Mr. Eisenhower does no make public
statements .fin campaigns of this
type."
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LINCOLN, Neb. --SPIVaii
Flecher is convihced it doesn't
pay to leave the neck of a bass
viol sticking out the rear window
of a car. He tried it once. A
passing car drove out of a drivein here where Fletcher was parkedand sheared off the instru-.
ment.s neck.

FORBIDS SNOW

Btonctasene Cook -arid °livens
Erwin
to Olivene Erwin and
(um Erwin - Land
Harold E. Hopper, and
wife
firths Hopper to Jackie H. Winwife Dorothy
chester and
A
Winchester - Land

ELIZA IETH SEIFERT'S NEW NOVEL

_A Call for Doctor Barto
V19611 by F.limbeth Seifert Reor.nted by r.eranIsaInn
lisher, LkKld„ Mead I. Cu. Distributed tr King Featuresof the pubSyndicate.

sl•sor-.1.
I.1
wija pe,
SOF smile either
He lust sat :rums .
.41 .e. loon
I •
ealor t1t a.:
-I •Valla#U ../giageU Jo toe table sno gameir
14.. billosakCie 21 :mu. so
.tt• • •4111'Vr
Lilo in itnuankingis at the emit...grapnel .
...aa in III a•a
,.far hat .41ie
.n Win
• ARS.
SEIM and eons inia.
rhe
WO nano 'al City Genera,
refused. all offers ot toes or
•111•1#171
:"Ideas
irriVeo
with a net rood.
sir drew with a lien ambulance
he
nano
• .1•M• *MPa i• ne ea. nil smacking ot 'ire, upon concrete.
nisi striped r-shirt inc
,:teelv" .onae• to nie sift Sed
•trar •
....
11uXell Shorts were exchange° to:
h he
'dens • .innfesierit with
I ariu Me case came out.
Dr Barton Susan up. the sounds'a hospital pajama suit, arm or
P.,
an., ink• .11,1, '0 .10I1
Sid.,
'KW SW, ,r gut ,own otitch trom the stretcher indicated a
went oft to the children e deten...11 • elector :rade leeepte
nro., ••. 10 stay neer • 'hie MT RIM- psycnu, anti Lattimore was up tion ward leaving the loetors
S, 'a • twill. •heto• •he nffet It is next to receive it. Grady stepped and nurses and clerks oh receiV••
Pt, - Ivy • riven ..1 the flagrant' to
the young woman-doctor's side ,ng with a nohow feeling 01 guilt
••rs
-rt 1 want, • ,onere. nrectiee
• - wife e.feele IP Mt-erring
''Ever present aid in time of that a oaby could already know
can awnv end trouble," said Annie, under net
or. •••••
'Man.
so much of tragedy.
Qeddens nrcor....es '0
oser. is wins AP a town breath
By lunchtime Grarty's nead was
nit matter of a new
ewer i• • rhe case waa a woman: net
beginning to ache Only it wasn't
-. -''.,r
....rem
body was °mind with restraining
lunchtime in any normal sense ot
straps. sne was escOrted 0% three
CilICIPTER
the word Personnel on receiving
uniformed policemen. She ;matWAr....zian:ril in Chic4d rhe
ate when they could go no ionget
[ere° and screamed on a nigh.
retoo:r. "no csme mto receiving
Without a break to when miracutreiriing note and endeavored to
that lay
al the o !mita' v :iie lamp 1101
lously, a nrealc came
ejaw net nantis Grady woe me
.o one
liraggleo
•'excar osslien ino
one did come near enough .
Jt theme and tastened a strap to
o'clock to oe called lunchtime. and
triunes: inc 11111- .'fl' moerlies
its Wrist, then rastenen that strap
lucks were Miro spattersn ml
Grady took advantage of it ltet•
He gestured
to the cart Frame
ter come along.' ne said to Annie
•
passed per
to Schulte glanced, at one •if the as
thrOligneut tfr ti!cd
torrelors
he
policemen and went oaelt to
le^ min. ot ttr rawer:trig .varo 1
swung into step, a tall girl
She
dealt
Annie took the phone and
Di iiartim ier.• oust' and the! called payehopathic Grady pulled With stiort-crupped hair She was.'
medical dirsetol sad mai made a torm from the proper desk ten Years younger than Grady
dm nosier ot chooaing to :a/mei drawer and tipped his pen toward They anew tf;aI the whole stall
town
tor
a
routine
-walk- . the chair where the officer was was watching them with what
-asst.
"
they conaltieret. a knowledge ot
•
to sit.la me own good time tile diThe morning wore on. De Perin something -cooking net wren
:echo went oft natisneet. -Grady and Or Lattimore. the interna. those two. It might ne. •oo
otrovzht ii, lad asked the chief worked under Dr Barton's super- Grady flan 'often thought about
ey fly . Lattimore wax shaping vision. they did what ne told marrying Anna. And of course
them to do or what their instincta hatIn't. couldn't. Yet,
iin
amps), to say and training told them. should
Lunch was good-ne guesseti
1st .sit
•iint are was doing tine
It was pot roast, with durnoting,
While he be nosy. as he often was
ut
oisstican
tragedy or numor, dull misery and what Annie called pollee cuAnnie fled
." tervice
oegari a little ninon with an at- m violence, always papers and cumbers. They talked about case:.
!,/!.. A d'hit except for getting Tenons must be filled in,, with anti silken Dr Penn's good esoiie
itik twee Inward shift-ep.l. the duplicates properly distrib- -and the chances that their part
¶!!(• err. was dotng all right in uted. Morgue tags must ocrai- of the nosevai Would oe atr-conreceiving - Of course. in recede- sionally be made out „
dittoned durtng the winter
A call come for Grady and he
A lost child was Drought in A
nO the remittent wne'lir Barton.
sno town here one didn't neve little ooy with staring. nungry strode across the . dining room
fetethle wtti- staffs anti at: eyes and a too-grim mouth tor toward a noose phone which flung
.
(114111g,S
Mat earl%. morning ne'd upon the riled wall.
three
nme Ut tliutirn cook] give bean found wandering along a,
He Lorne° oack toward Annie
ems' opoor on Or Lattimore. dare street the patrolnian nad and made gestures to net to intrid the direetor Was relieved •o• canvassed the neighbornoter with. dicate that ne nao a gun-shot
.1 He went off on that pleas• out diseovering his nome. or WAS case - torehriger to temple and
int note
. Laken to the precinct station and *crooked thumb-and went daft.
Which Pet S;raciy sit down at now nee been °Might to City She ate nis piece ot pie as well
Grady examined the its net own and leaned flack tor
desk oh a nunide and make General
wry Inca at the pollee record- mite' anti asked tot a onotogra• a cigarette not ever
tirious as
,nee-ti. which had atdimilitated-in Om to take me picture
Puts to vtito Mad shot whom of why
its aosence His desk was strate• lished in the newspaper. it Might'
thought
insteao
about. she
swans placed From it ne could locate his family --if they wanted Ctracty Barton-the tog, red-head"re MS wenn, department, and ne to ne ioenteo
ce guyossann wisher, she nevi
Poor baby He tore at.a man's way to get through to ulm nbw
sleen
co-workers; by the
entering t atients. too -and ny heart.' He Was nit attractive,
ne was. How much everylicit families who sat anxiously with love and ea?e ne coffin pave one liken him. especially Ann
loot the nerd benches in the been. All three•••yeAr-olcis should Lattimore.
• .vciting room
'he attractive Appealing.
It was, she supposed, the way
Grady
fillett in
"I'd like to take him ?ionic and ot a decent man to ne titthtthe proper
asinks on the record sheet and cuddle him awhile"' cried Annie lipped about all ne had gone
•tlitt Keenly conscious of the wide- Lattimore. She was a nice per- through-during the war. anu
Apnea gesture which the "slime" son. Aihnie
A little °risk anti since-but surely it would nelp
• einde. ar she directed a worried self-assured
as Women-interns Grady to know that nis 'friends
young mother
who Carried a had better be!--bot a Mee girl were behind rilM and ready to
hlanketed slabs ,
A sick baby. withal. She'd make some lucky give film a nano up and out of
.'irtidv supposed- At the door. be- man a ginnt - Wife
grade hart his personal noir'
mid this glow) stood an (Intern/ i thought quite s, bit about flint
If that tall blonde Wile it hOt
waiting the next aninnianee.. latlely
An American god. like loin t appreciate Grady Batton.
%no today- Grady was eharkii Annie. would very likely be the there were womerl. whe did. &ti. die of the way this man stood, proper antidote' for Oise,*
nsel:Vs are' Lattimore
.
. ,ted and- read}
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env ctialt -i....ii1 I i.i.). :re Jain I
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Land Transfers

MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
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i,.. i

Opportunities

i
-,1*...........................

SINGER SEWING MACHINE CO.

. ..

-./

FOR,RENT

FOR LEASE: Low Rent. Modern
srvice station. Two bays, good
lorage room, large sales room.
rile restrooms Low capital need.d. Right person can Make $5,000
$6,000 per year. Write Paul
Jones, Fairlawn Apartment, No.
:1. Paducah. Ky., or phone alter
6:00 p.m. 5-6085 or phone Murray 640-M.
F13C

This is a permanent job and excellent chance
for advancement. You will be completely train"ed by- our Saleg Manager. Territory will be
Murry and surrounding area. The man we pick
must be willing to work and interestedAar a_
permanent pOsition.
—
Apply in person at the

• '—,--------

'
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BASS GETS CLIPPED

• Good starting salary plus commission
• Must have late model car
• We pay car allowance
• Two weeks paid vacation
• Hospitalization for you and family
• Free retirement

tie 433
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The

At

,The Republican organization of
North Augusta, SC., is sotnewhal
baffled and a mite discouraged
also's... its efforts to bring about
a real, two-party system in their
section of the South.
North . Augusta is a town of
13,000 population nist across the
Savannah River fA;m Augusta,
Ga.. where Mr. Eisenhower visits
SEACHERS WANTED as part frequently.
time counselors for senior high
Whsn the President was in
students in their own community. Georgia Itist weekend.
David A.
Keegart Technical Institute, 207 Ward president of ,the North
AuMadison, Memphis, Tenn.
F6C gusta. Municipal Republican Club.
telephoned the, temporary White
i
-•
House switchboard to inform the
Eisenhower staff that a letter
'front. his group to the Presiders
FUISSUL.HF.) 2 ROOM APT. with was an the way, asking an ex- •
bath, private entrance. W. P. pression of presidential encourilulaney. 1112 Olive. Ph. 1123-W. agement.
F8C

I

Experience not necessary, but must be neat in
appearance and be able to furnish good references.

•

B

MANAGER TRAINEE. Well es.otistied consumer finance corn ...any has opening for young man
sctween 21
.
-29 years of age. Two
jeers of college work preferred.
High school education acceptable.
Must have neat appearance, nice
personality, own an automobile
and be able to meet people. Good
working conditions, paid vacation, group insurance and good
salary while training. Appointment for interview can be arranged by calling 1180.
F8C

- •

Pest
.01

HELP WANTED1

ackstairs

Baucum Real Estate Agency, call
48. nights call 1447 Hoyt Roberti
EXTliss
.F9C
two to choose from. Nice used of 453 Bill Hall.
vanity dresser, slightly used Sim- RELIEF for those
T.V. tired'eyes
mons :ouch, makes bed. Used on our 80' screen.
See a technibaby bed, complete.
Exchange ; color movie this s wekend at the
Furniture Company. 300 Maple. Murray Drive In
Theatre. Enjoy
Phone 877.
F8C ' yourself, you'll be glad you did.
AUTO. FIRE. LIFE, and Inland See ad Friday's Ledger.
F9C
Marine insurance. Contact Wayne
Wilson, phone 321.
11513C GOOD USEDupright piano. Cail
Jean Weeks, phone 431.
F11C
LIVING ROOM COUCH, makes i
bed. Good condition* nice slip- I
cover. Don Karr, 1081s N. 9th. 1957 FORD Tractor, plow, disc,
cultivator and corn drills' Call
Phone 750-W.
' 1914-W or HY 2-3817 or see Mrs.
—
WE HAVE FOUR NEW 3 bed- Hafford Story.
F I IC
room
brick
homes located
in
—___ -different seitions of Murray. All {
guaranteed . o meet FHA approval
,
I
.
and guaranteed an appraisel by ''''"'—'""""'"""--.. .
—
FHA as much.or more than sale CLEAN
COTTON
RAGS. No
price. Lef us -show you these buttons or zippers. Call
55.. Jr

•
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Studebaker Champion 4 door Sedan. One of 1.9 new models
.a

Ninety more miles on a tankful of gas—that's about what you can expect from
_
.this Studebaker compared to the average of other big cars. No wonder Studebaker
has won nearly twice as many economy run "Firsts" as its nearest competitor.
'Craftsmanship makes the big difference. See for yourself—drive a Studebaker at
_your dealer's, today!

Itt .C1Tbf

BRAWLEY, Calif. Ilft•
The.
Braw_ley Chamber_sof'Cumnserce.
noting reports ,of snow in LAI'
Angeles, took measures to avoid
the need of a snow plow in
this city. It passed a resolution
forbidding snow .within the city
limits.

.

ii

-

Studebaker-Packard
CORPORATION
C
ille/I.G2i:

l172an.ii0 CevneVidef
C

...11
Michigan State University home
economists recommend small
loads and low temperatures for
drying . synthetic fabrics -in automatic dryers. Overdrying should
be avoided, because the moisture
content natural to each fabric
must be retained to keep it vital,
healthy -and beautiful.

Midway Motors

HIGHWAY

41 South

Murray, Ky.

NANCY

by Ernie Bushmiller

-- THE PARK
IS PACKED—
THE STREETS
ARE MOBBED

N ANCY YOUR
LUNCH IS
ON THE
TABLE

NI

--- I HATE
TO LOOK AT

CROWDS

SAPP/NES,

nisi

ABBIE an'

SLATS

by Raeburn Van Buren
YOU AND ME HAVE BEEN
TEARING AT EACH OTHER

1 DO, ROCKY- I NEVER GAVE
VO4,1 A CHANCE. NOW, HOW'S
ABOUT SHAKING AND
STARTING
ALL OVER
AGAIN"

FROM THE MINUTE 'IOU
GOT HERE. WE NEVER.
TOOK TIME OFF TO GET

TO BE
FRIENDS

•

LIL' ABPIEIt

be Al
NAMELYKr!?

AN COME TO TH'CITY
TO MAKE TH' MOST
INHOOMIN SACREEFICE ANY WIDDER
KIN MAKE FOF,t HER
CHILE —

pe

AN KNOWS EXACKLY
HOW!! AN SEEN 'EM
'MOVIES.
DO IT IN TI-I

BUT, WIF
MATRIMONY
NATCHERLY AS
TH
'OBJECK-

•

YCY WINKS!!

Cape

'as
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AFTERMATH OF AIRLINER AND JET COLLISION
•

THE LEIVER dr

— MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TV-Conks Out Farm Facts
So Editor Has
i
I.Chance to Read
By DOC---ClUtGG
United Press Staff ,Correspondent
•

•

FRIDAY ;--",FEBRUARY 8, 1957
_

course. to see the fine contns
alternative but to destflay thefts.
butein Kentucky 31' fescue has obselete Bombs Are
7
Sterage costs al eprohibitive and
made', and is still -making. in Being Destroyed
I we've had them on hand too
nanosedipg_euvee and. wanton graze...
long. We have no further Usefor
ing throughout the slate. It was
ahem."
Anntlaor -innate- of- mee4ing:4 line particularly. • noticable in' tire
- DENVER-n=717Lns•nini The steel casings wnich hold
just given me an opportunity- mountains and in southFrn ansi
otalizert fames at the Rocky the napalm mixture are beina
le visit every section of the western 'Kentucky
where there Mountain Arsenal are systematisalvaged and sold for scrap. Thr
siate and to talk to farmers and is little else green at this season
bankers from practically emsey It was encouraeing, too, to see cally destroying obsolete lia-69 mixture is being burned in a deep
oiunty. So this month Farm in many parts of the' state the napalm incendiary bombs. Col. pit.
Facts will be a summary of planning of pine and hardwood tv..liani A,. Johnson, acting, com- * Johnson said only. a few of the
impressions this "country boy7. trees showing up on .• the bill- mander of the Army Chemical • bombs can be. destroyed cant' day.
gained from a winter time trip eidess_ --They were ..panieularia Corps at the arsenal, has dis- —
lig-ragging over Kentucky.
The first survey of-The animals
prevalent around Hazard where
Johnson says destruction of the found in New Mexico was made
Dewey Daniel has taken
Satisfaction. E vnrvone was banker
setting'over a rainier 30.000 500-pound napalm bombs •n 1540 by the chronicler* of the
eleased with the tobacco situa- lilt' lead in
zaesdlings dewing 'the past throe. Would nake at ieast two years. ,Srronasio expeditioni He „mention. There was not one wore
Maybe the -soil hank Ora- the larger bombs Will he sells- tioned "cocks with 'great bonging • "
of roMplairit 'about the prices years.
arm:no:can. be. used: to. hasten troed, after all -the..M...69s., are , r4tins!.1 ttuxte,ysi. ,'Tame
,•cthe
i .l
eo ,ieet44
1-.40.ffs
art:---13
10:1
.1cM
hight.
"1:14: Is,. seeding - .of grasses
and plant- disassembled and burned be said. and "craws covered with frizzled
posits. Some .old timers recall li'..; of' Irene ne -let's Ina-- iiiin ''The "blitibi --are n obsolete," *Vim Witch•reaeinbles'Weibl" (bairn-Johnson said • nand there is no aloes).
when such prices would have
_ ..
-.. .
been followed by increased acreages over-production. f 1.o odeo
markets and ruinous price:.'Such
was the condition just fifty ye-anani when night-riders tried te
enforce an acreage reduction
With' the ,present program farmers can look with some assurance,
to stabilized production and satisfactory prices another year.

Highly

NEW YORK in —Oun television editor, a be.-amish broth of
a Brooklynite. came_ into the office with a big grin dimpling his
-screen-hardened phis:. He _tooked
.
all around.
_
Thep he
n —senisperend: ':_p_Tet ten
anybody." •
"Don't tell 'em what77 asked
his cellmates.
He peered down the room to
see if the boss was safely at. his
c-es'& too far - Away to hear. He
was.
-My TV set conked out," our
man said gleefully. -and I've
been — READING. Saturday.
Sunday. and Monday night. I
read. And,. sh-h-h-hl You know
what' I like it!"
_
A Job Ahead. In spite of the
-What've von been reading',"
•
pralines:I made in recent years
A New World
one can not help but feel. as
"Books! Everything!
It's
a
he drives over Kentucky in winwhole new world!" •
ter, that we have hardly ecratchi"But see thought you told us.
ed the - surface in conservation
once before, that you read philosproblems. Either because of igophy at nights—you told us about
.
. nprancesolack ,of money: or just
Spinoza and Enictetus
•olain • "don't dare", there is stin
-Oh that!" said the TV editor
:a lot abuses of our land am!
''That was only in tiny spurts." forest resources taking plae.,
"How come"
Nothing is mere depressing thin.
"Well. I only read philospha ifs-drive t h roeints areae—ennerode-i during the Commercials. As soon farm, land with' broom-sedge.''
as the commercial came on, I sassafras and persimmons:—dilwould pick up,the book and read apidated - barns and unpairee '
fast and furious and jam in as home:: at this seaSon of the year:
LEON II. TANG1JAY, chief technical director of the Los Angeles hospital, several of them with severe
much philosophy is I could — nor is there anything more plean
U.S Civil Aeronautics Board, is shown examining Injuries. Two of them are shown in their hospital
but it was only for a minute or ing than to see the conversion
a piece of propeller blade at the junior high school beds. At top, left are some of the bicycles of stutwo at a time. Soon as the com- if such areas to green pastures.
playground in Pacoima. Calif_ after a DC-7B oom- dents at the school left unclaimed when the owners
mercial was over. I'd have t. neat homes and protected woodrr.erc:al airliner and an interceptor jet collided over were struck down by darning wreckage of the airlands. Butte at thdse seenet car.
start
watching again."
Pacoima. The crash showered wreckage into the liner that crashed into the school yard. The crash
AFTER El_VlS MILEY. the rage ot the nation's teen- after he was Inducted The Arrondenied that any
be found in Kentucky today
-And now?"
yard, killing two children and ftnuring 71 others. killed four members of the airliner and one of the
agers. resertli • Jolt his pre-induction physical at of its personnel made any statements "concerning
realize',
than
makes
us
in
and
Turns
To Radio
Twenty-six of the injured students are still in a two crew members of the jet plane.(International)
the Memphis. fenn., reel Luting station, there were the retention of Pus (Presley's) hair. style" And
there is still a * nig unfinishod
-Now.
.no TV .this.' is
publinan reports that the young man with the here is.Central Press artist Matt Walsh's concepjob
Ahead.
wondersfyi!. Reading is for me!".
guitar and the sideburns from Tupelo, Miss., was tion of how none 'n' Roller Elvis Presley will look
You know, maybe he has stumEncoutagine. I was pleased. of
promised he could forego the regulation haircut after he had been given a GI regulation haircut.
bled onto something there.. I'm
AND
•
told there is a world of information in books that never even
gets hinted at on television
!n...YMPIA. Wash. — Ills
Saionatanaeso-4--have neaten—there
WTslifligron.
e
safety. has added a new weapon • are ideas, notions, and tidy Lange
r_it 14 arsenal for a continuing uage bundles that just seem to
By S. V. FOY
campaign against traffic deaths. jump out of books at you: lik. .
DO YOU KNOW THAT:
The weapon is a roadside tests Lassie jumping at a burglar er
The 151 Brownleaf variety of
ingunit capable of detecting leak- Sgt. Friday leaping at a bad guy
By ROSS CACCAVALE
tebacco brought the highest dolAnd here's something else new
Umfed Press Staff Corresoor.dent lar on -all the floors in Murray' age of lethal carbon Monoxide into the interior c7f—a vehicle A The other day' by accident. I .
These farmers averaged above
motorist may drive up to the unit turned on the radio. Terrific
T.." -- A a ton of tobacco
per acre'
h••.•
:1-1-1 note
•earr
avail himself on a free check. Really' terrific. Amos 'n' Andy.'
and
Facts...if these farmers fertilizti
oe a nobs garn's hr re
The slate patrol purchased nine Bob and Ray; soft Music; sweet
ed
sancording
sell
o
test
recomre, h
of the testers on the- theory that music, fast music. musculOr
mennattons"
•ha: af
ang
Each of these farmers plowed carbon m-onnde is to blame fir
re'
People in our house Were fas-.I
a high percentage of one-car acunder the fertilizer' •
You can get soil Famine bags cidents! .rear-end • collisions in. .cinated with it. Didn't turn on
=ay "
.-.ey
congested , areas and accident. the TV set for maybe an heur
,he.j
rr.e gho at the County Agent's Office'
ohich the driver has fallen for „two.
Fr -laav Fetirriara la•h o the
Some day win, you know waist
• dn.
.•
•oirs aneer.
t•
Other weapons which base I'm going to do? I'm going to
..f s.e.clOngs"
New n the orne to • e
th. neem wed effectively in the past Wm on the radio and get me
.!•\'s!
vartaiee ef vegetable! ro ,nclurte radar loud-speaker cars. some. real nice music. And •Ison—
•ti'r-beat
.araw in your garden'
'aircraft drunkometers. unmarked there's no way to. test this 'lung
1* is nme
1.1.e • y-,yr rneial ne-trol cars, volunteer national out without actually doing it
I'm going to read a beak I'll
r're esistonneslee fax Tema*" ei•areirnen a "point system" by
no it if it kills me."
earitn new in which aconmelatnin of
' —•- ne
vinlationc
". •I
•en
ear lerri tr,
s,m-iensi„-,n and
ae-s.
one's ef
ore' "a—kz at key traffic route,
R*1-e
!lege at 010
Wash•neton in 1954 won Ile
al.'eneassiev
13,
'told rOscar" of the National
o can henn. make Calloway
mmetee fot. traffic safety and
t1
•
lianOs d'‘P/1•0
Cr aroN...._ free
National
the
Council
Safety
•
"-ening up- your 'beef. and
to o. eswo with your County
Avers*. or local vocational agriernsinal •esssio" W
v s:
Mrs. Jim Washer, president
of the Kirksey PTA ,bad a sill
meeting on January 110. Thers
"S-at
wae a discussion on the anivial
r
community supper which wit'
Steel Corporation
r
KNOXVILLE Ten. --int— A be held' on February 21 at en'
Builds Health Center Unvereity of Tennessee scientist o'clock in the school lunch r
tora. "footprints" to track down Tickets will be on sale at '
Precnn•rtom
A -genie •nfereinron, on mesons. invisible !Cti,)01 Miss Helene Smith • n'
he in Charge of
neh 'Sc, en:Or:tent the hits e
the tin:
'nee ns are never seen diming Everyone Is invited to come.
n'olsti" uneertnet
The next- reenter meeting; will
aniro iif'"hç, nation's serimd -Itheir fleeting lifetimes-lent than
he February 13th at 110 p
• •••r••' narsest steeloneike for it'-St00.- , a millionth r,f
pr
The next regular meeting will
'David T. King has netted up apemen health center.,
'be February 13th at 1:30 pm
•
•
ro
here !vial pnotoeraphic emulsions
'‘
Construction 'has stsiessei
A Founders Day Program has
e 7
.N.•h
on the leinec 'dr Laughitn nnteel :which are ' imprinted the "-tracks" been
planned arm all the past
•ng .• •
•!..• sar -..
these
wtiln
minute
of
center
which
particles
of naCorps• health
presidents of the Kirksey Moisti„.
sa
the Inure .
serve the 112.000 employes
er's
-Club and PTA has been
Dr K
, f th.
Nesone are produced when hyfrrm'a Pit sburgh Works.
•
given special invitations to atr.lr,
yrent
drentert terns and artificially aci
steel
The.rintoatt
building
of
ory
i
tend.
Unnno. r,'.
*
.
rotons collide. The
I
is
oven and glaso Will 'house a suit for 'eelerated
•
r
collsiions ap ar as mioroscome
treatment,
for
facilities
first
aid
bask lamo
SPARES
NO
ROD
rehanilitation, clusters of -dotted tracks in an
'
necks yeryrionneramo and
•1
If. fo'21, an emergency eperatingssuite. x- emulsion some 100 times thicker
HARTFORD. Conn. Ils—,State
ray equipment:. private consUlta. ,than the film used in tre
In Texas, there is a gentleman who is currently
s....
,
oc cart- Rep Elmtr Motions*,
to make Cadillac the finest poaeible motor car.
the fa•h'ion and examination rooms. 2'eras;
Better l'Inietor- Development
driving out his fiftieth year at the wheel of a
er of 13 children, testified in
There is beauty and luxury and performance.
These tracks are measured Innis favor
snori learned to grasp laboratory an elerearoatardiogram
of broadening the powers I
Cadillac car.
The
by Dr. King to de- f teaehera to use
car's magnificent styling and interior coachrkize of ,roorronureen quarter.. a library,icrosnapicalfy,
fis.ri•k hoc
corporal pun!ter:mine the speed at which the
In New 'Jersey, thei:e is another ge' ntleman who
horrons neos and a conference room.
Work have, over the years, -brought Cadillac an
hment.
_
Adm..Ben Moreell, chairman of Mesons traveled.. after being cre•oisk." ,Dr Knonhas purchased every yearly model that Cadillac
"If we did not have corporal
inbred majesty and elegance that arc entirely its
•
, ated by the enerygy of the im- punishment in my htime:"
•he J 141 L. board. said:
he
has produced over the past fifty-three years.
own
. . . and Cadillac engineering has been the
se!eel the,: nirnal's
'We regard our .prestria7r*. ne . pact.
said, "it v. Id be impossible to
These arc simply dramatic examples of one of
din eletor en•
industry's constant inspiration.
one of preventive medicine efInch
live there."
at • V
is roerWee with reinstitution
the most remarkatile truisms in all mothrdom:
• PubFinally, there is reputation. Never in automotive
PROFtT
acnonties,"
A FALSIE ALARM
once
a
man
(her-wheel
lake.r
of
a
Cadillac,
he
history
COLUMBIA.
Conn.
has another motor car sustained !such an
Ar
-n net
Tao „ root 'or' rmsnisal
:unidentified
u.rually rernain,r at the coked of i taddlacI
man , used
better
abiding public amviction in its own goodness.
LOS ANGELES 'P
h. • ! --r
r Dr' D
Ti
•\
r. melt 'his
judni-rinnt --than several house. Fors
•••
D'eprnonent warned s assi.
To be sure, a motor car would have to offer
And, certainly, these basic Cadillac ingredients
wives--when he bid 75 cents for 'hat girls mho use
•• an fens." Dr----n-2 fakies n ay
, "There are two anpreiehes ter:
many unique virtues in order to win so generous
have this..y4Aras,cower) (heir' richest harvest.
an old tin bread box at a Lions t>1. playing with fire.
industnal
health
The
take,
traditional
Tv,
t
a place for itself in the affections of so many.
nn
Ue
et.irb
s‘
a
o:
;oks
I.ns
ain
de the box
In an official communique. 'hr
e. :
Sc.; whether you've been at the wheel of a
a
ane „is
e.. a nega
human
were
d
inside
enne
Fire
Pritvention
Bureau
said
And, in the case of CadillaC, we think these
.hn fensive approach. We propose a
Cadillac
for half a century . ,. or have yet to
i•
child car.
of the books was $1 425.
foam rubber brassiere attachvirtues arc self-evident.
1,;'.krr legs. as ' n'intive approach to maintain the
eiefelare'et
-speruryour first hour in the "car of cars'... you
ments
"can
spontaneously
ignrte
employ,I' in health."
•
-i matter of taco ete still fli.xed
I Home 0# It
There is, first of all, quality. No effort of
should see and drive this -newest of Cadillacs.
Split Doomed when warm or hot."
•
logly "
Ohio Ills — They
styling or design or craftsmanship is ever spared
are for aune
n
Need we say more?
on -the hydro...!
nsio. „sae ono..
s
are splitting up the home of
LIBERTY OR JUSTICE
goo" naktylepsyehrcharm.onica' That's
the • banana • split. Ralph Foller.
one of qv: names of an•Illth con- .conswner
air' ar
of a'drug siere being
SANTA ANA, Calif 'le —Mrs..
'W.• lan '. meni le. ref.' sins fury, intrumeht, 'played by* rub- rasnd to make way fin a new Louis M. Liberty -today sought
'‘I'
'
birg
the rims, of glasses wrth -wet expreseway, eaid the
r
rs •v,
k re
late Mrs. liberty /rem her hintinifiA, Cate.
• se fingers. The einstrament is also Lori ta LalTy made the first man
en• r"s •
Mike -Liberty. in a divorce
a .nnnn j, koao the f • •
Seventh and Main
320 W. Broadway
sr 'known' as the glasspiel and hare banana split in the store in • compfa nt listing their
.wedding _
the National Gengfinhl 1870 when a customer asked for I as hay g „taken place,in- Libeety.
Telephone 833 - Murray
Telephone 96 - Mayfield
and every • three Months after 'mortice.. says
.
she second,- Dr. Paaarrianick 'saki Societe
"something different"
Mr;:
.'\

NEW HAIRDO FOR 1‘..,EN-AGE ICOL-U. S. STYLE

Washington Using
Farm Home Traffic
Safety Aid
News-Views

Study Of
Is Made

.5

KIRKSEY
PTA News

Invisible Mesons
Leave Footprints
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Golden Anniversary at theWhed
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COLUMBUS.
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J. T. Hale Motor Sales
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